Vendor Delivery Areas - Location by Terminal - Effective: 9.26.2019; Revision #9

**T1 = Gate 10**
- Hours = 24/7
- Contact = Westfield MOD (310) 874-1166; (310) 646-1770, ARCC (424) 646-5292 (Option 4, Option 2)
- *LAWA WILL COMMUNICATE CHANGES TO DELIVERY HOURS AND DURING THE CONSTRUCTION PERIOD.*

**T2 = Between Gates 24 and 24A**
- Hours = 2300-0500
- Contact = Westfield MOD (310) 874-1166; (310) 646-1770, ARCC (424) 646-5292 (Option 4, Option 2)
- *LAWA WILL COMMUNICATE CHANGES TO DELIVERY HOURS AND DURING THE CONSTRUCTION PERIOD.*

**T3 = Gate 31A**
- Hours = 2300-0500
- Contact: LAWA Gate Control (424) 646-9080

**T4 = ON Gate 46A**
- Hours = 0000 – 0500; 1200-1430
- Contact = American Airlines Operations (310) 646-2588

**T5 = Between Gate 55 and 57**
- Hours = 24/7
- Contact = TBITEC5 (424) 800-2990

**T6 = 1. Tug lane between Gate 63 & 65A Hours = 0000-0500**
- 2. ON Gate 65B Hours = Between 1300-1700;
- Contact = LAX6 (310) 258-8360

**T7 = Between Gate 72B and 74A**
- Hours = 2300-0600; 1400-1600
- Contact = United Ops (310) 431-2921

**T8 = 1. ON Gate 83 Hours=0000-0500**
- 2. North of Gate 80; Next to K-RAIL
- Hours = 1300-1500 (NO SEMI-TRUCKS or vehicles over 30’)
- Contact = United Ops (310) 431-2921

Driver’s Name: ______________________
Phone Number: ______________________
Concessionaire: ______________________

1. APPLICABLE TO ALL AIRSIDE DELIVERIES
2. SUBJECT TO CHANGE DUE TO OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS
T1 = Gate 10
Hours = 24/7
Contact = Westfield MOD (310) 874-1166; (310) 646-1770,
ARCC (424) 646-5292 (Option 4, Option 2)
* LAWA WILL COMMUNICATE CHANGES TO DELIVERY HOURS AND DURING THE CONSTRUCTION PERIOD.
**Overview of T2**

T2 = Between Gates 24 and 24A

Hours = 2300-0500

Contact = Westfield MOD (310) 874-1166; (310) 646-1770, ARCC (424) 646-5292 (Option 4, Option 2)

* LAWA WILL COMMUNICATE CHANGES TO DELIVERY HOURS AND DURING THE CONSTRUCTION PERIOD.
TBIT N. Loading Dock

G133

Terminal 3

TBIT = North and South loading docks
Hours = 24/7
Contact = ARCC 424-646-5292
Refer to TBIT Loading Doc Advisory
No Vehicles Over 41’ Allowed

TBIT N. Loading Dock

Gate 133

TBIT = North and South loading docks
Hours = 24/7
Contact = ARCC 424-646-5292
Refer to TBIT Loading Doc Advisory
TBIT S. Loading Dock

TBIT = North and South loading docks
Hours = 24/7
Contact = ARCC 424-646-5292
Refer to TBIT Loading Doc Advisory

G151

Terminal 4
T5 = Between Gate 55 and 57
Hours = 24/7
(First-in, last-out)
Contact = TBITEC5
(424) 800-2990
T6 = 1. Tug lane between Gate 63 & 65A Hours= 0000-0500
2. On Gate 65B Hours = Between 1300-1700; Contact = LAX6 (310) 258-8360
Terminal 7

T7 = Between Gate 72B and 74A
Hours = 2300-0600; 1400-1600
Contact = United Ops
(310) 431-2921
Afternoon Deliveries (No Semi Trucks)

Nightly Delivery Gate Closures

T8 = 1. ON Gate 83 Hours=0000-0500
2. North of Gate 80; Next to K-RAIL
   Hours = 1300-1500 (NO SEMI-TRUCKS or vehicles over 30’)
   Contact = United Ops
   (310) 431-2921
VENDOR DELIVERY PROGRAM
(LAX AOA)

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Violation:

Authorization to Move Vehicles - Vehicle Impound:
The Executive Director may move, or cause to be removed (at the owner's/operator's expense) from any restricted or reserved area, any roadway or right-of-way, or any other area on the Airport, any vehicle which is disabled, abandoned, or illegally or improperly parked, or which creates a safety hazard or interferes with airport operations (Authorization to move vehicles or Impound Vehicle per LAX Rules and Regulations Section 11-10).

Subsequent violations will result in citations being issued in accordance with LAXA's SAFE Program. Points may be assessed against your LAXA issued badge. The LAXA Vendor Delivery Program establishes approved times and delivery locations at all terminals in order to standardize vendor deliveries to each terminal to ensure safe operating practices and to ensure minimal impact to airline operations. The program also requires each vendor delivery driver to receive additional specialized driver training before being allowed to operate a vehicle on the Air Operations Area (AOA).

Please contact LAX Terminal Operations or LAXA's Commercial Development Group (CDG) for more information.

Vendor Delivery Program Manager
Jose D. Rodriguez, LAXA Terminal Operations
Office: (424) 646-5034
Email: jrodriguez@lawa.org
LAWA Points of Contact

• Vendor Delivery Program Manager
• South Terminals 4, 5, 6, 7, 8:
  • Jose D. Rodriguez, 310-908-1661; jrodriguez@LAWA.org

• TBIT: Eve McEneaney, 310-431-8845; EMCENEANEY@lawa.org

• North Terminals 1, 2, 3: James Janovec, 310-259-0992; JJANOVEC@lawa.org